Clinical Coaching

Candidates will ensure the coach/mentor evaluates their progress and performance in the assignments and activities stated in the Clinical Practice Plan. This includes submitting competed and signed:

1) Disposition Evaluation by Coach and University Supervisor
2) End-of Semester Evaluation by Coach

Submit in LMS and in Chalk & Wire under Disposition - Key Assessment.

End-of-session Assessment/Evaluation

a. At the end of the session for this strand, student’s progress in the clinical practice, including the ISL Project, will be assessed and evaluated by the faculty advisor and the mentor based on the approved CPP.

b. Candidate will share residency experiences with peers through electronic discussion via threaded e-mail forum in D2L or other internet-based platforms.

c. Candidate will submit e-portfolio for continuing formative review.

d. Mentor will complete End of Semester Evaluation and Disposition Evaluation (Key Assessment) in LMS and Chalk & Wire.